Aspects of ionic diffusion through thick matrices of charged particles.
A review of the literature on ionic diffusion through matrices of charged particles shows that many workers have reported higher diffusivity of co-ions than of counterions. If these observations are correct then the requirement of electroneutrality of bulk solutions is violated. In those experiments other, not looked for, ions must have been taking part. It therefore appears that complete chemical analyses of solutions of both up- and downstream sides should be carried out, otherwise misleading inferences may be drawn, with practical consequences. Some researchers have studied transport of water under osmotic pressure differentials across clay membranes. However, a diffusing ion, during its transport from higher concentration to lower concentration, always carries its water of hydration. This second water transport process has not received attention. This suggests that at a critical concentration two transport processes will cancel each other. Attention has been drawn to this second type of water flow and its consequences. In ionic diffusion, each side of the membrane-outside solution interface is subject to the effects of the Nernst layer and Donnan zone. However, these layers and zones are seldom treated quantitatively. This has been carried out in this paper by two different methods. Both methods give identical thicknesses of the Nernst layer and Donnan zone. Finally, the effects of the presence of soluble bivalent salts on the diffusivity of different types of ions have been commented up on. In these cases some of the co-ions diffuse to the upstream side.